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Much of the literature tends to focus on behavioural
characteristics & motivational typologies
 However, number of interesting findings have
emerged:
 Higher identification with fictional characters; more
open to fantasy, focused more on inner world &
emotional
ti
l lif
life
 Within ‘intimacy deficit’ subgroup – sig. interest in
fantasy media, not identified in contact offender
population
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Fantasy media
includes ‐
hentai, manga,
science fiction,
war‐gaming
(e.g. Dungeons
& Dragons),
Second Life,
Avatars (and
other related
media).










Research has widelyy documented that males
who have convictions for sexual offences
involving children typically experience:
Problems with:
Intimacy (Bumby & Hansen, 1997)
Emotional loneliness (Marshall,
(Marshall 1993)
Low Self‐Esteem (Marshall et al, 1997)
Under‐assertiveness (Marshall et al, 1995)
Empathy (Beckett & Fisher, 1994)
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More open to fantasy
Focused
their
F
d more on th
i iinner world
ld & emotional
ti
l
life
Demonstrated higher levels of obsessive and
compulsive behaviour than contact offenders
(Rooney, 2003).
Exhibited marked intimacy deficits
Had difficulty regulating their emotions
Did NOT possess anti‐social attitudes or hold
cognitive distortions relating to children
(Middleton et al, 2006)

Those with intimacy deficits – low expectations
off efficacy
ff
off initiating & maintaining age
appropriate relationships & accessed child
sexual abuse images at times of loneliness &
dissatisfaction.
Maladaptive cognitions (Middleton et al, 2006)
or ‘constructs’
‘
t t ’ (S
(Sadique,
di
2011)) about
b t the
th self
lf
(low self‐efficacy and negative self appraisal)
Anonymity of the Internet – lessen social risk &
act as powerful disinhibitor
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The fantasyy scale of the Interpersonal
p
Reactivity Index measures the ability of
individuals to put themselves in the place of
fictional characters and to identify with the
feelings of that person (Elliott et al, 2009)
Anecdotal evidence highlights that Internet
Sexual Offenders reported an interest in sci‐fi
and war‐gaming which was not identified in
the contact offender population

I‐SOTP derived from standard SOTP
programmes
General theories of child sexual abuse are
assumed to be effective in explaining the
behaviour of individuals who access, distribute
and create child sexual abuse images
g
This link?? Assumption or evidence‐based?
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It therefore seems exigent
g
to investigate
g
whether internet sexual offenders are a
discernable group within the continuum of
sexual offending
Current trends in the treatment of sexual
offenders highlight the need for effective and
accurate assessment (Studer et al, 2000)
allowing treatment programmes to be
tailored to individual offenders’ profiles

Increased knowledge of the personality
f ti i off males
functioning
l who
h access internet
i t
t child
hild
sexual abuse images may delineate and
categorise specific subgroups into meaningful
groups.
Not only can this aid risk assessment, but it may
also contribute to the identification of
treatment needs of this group enabling
clinicians to develop specialised treatment
programmes or modify pre‐existing ones for
this population
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